
KUWAIT: Zain, the largest telecommunications company
in Kuwait, supporting the social and economic sustainabil-
ity fields in the country and beyond, intensified its corpo-
rate sustainability initiatives during 2017.

The company’s commitment to its corporate values was
again the motive to adopt numerous influential initiatives
that had an impact on the community it proudly serves.
These ranged from social, economic, cultural, sports, and
health programs as well as projects that were aimed at
humanitarian work.

Zain launched many charitable and humanitarian initia-
tives during 2017, that included strategic partnerships with
many international, regional and local entities including
United Nations High Commission for Refugees, Kuwait
Red Crescent Society, Kuwait Relief Agency, Kuwait Food
Bank and others.

Zain’s strategy during 2017 relied on a series of initia-
tives that came within the joint framework with private and
public educational establishments in the state with the aim
to develop youth’s abilities and skills, including the strate-
gic partnership with the Youth Empowerment Symposium,
Kout Market, Loyac program, Injaz Kuwait, the Electronic
Taleb Program, Zain youth network program and others.

Zain enhanced its joint cooperation with various pio-
neering health establishments in Kuwait, be it public or
private, through strategic partnerships with the Health
Ministry, Central Blood Bank, Salam International
Hospital, Dasman Diabetes Institute, Zain Hospital and
others, besides launching initiatives that serve environ-
mental fields. Among the initiatives that Zain Kuwait
supported include:

Zain Great Idea
Zain believes in the integral role information and com-

munications technology plays in present-day life, given the
country’s bulging youth and tech-savvy ambitious popula-
tion. Recognizing the necessity to support these business
pioneering youth  in achieving their ambitions, Zain
launched its 4th edition of Zain Great Idea.  

This popular accelerator program includes the support,
development, preparation to work, and building capabili-
ties of innovative and business-minded youth. Since
launching the first edition of the program seven years ago
in 2010 until today, the Zain Great Idea Program has
become one of the largest integrated program that cares
for cradling and launching startup technological projects
at the Kuwait level, as Zain attracted hundreds of business
pioneers who have promising innovative ideas, and an
ambition to enter the business environment through small
projects. It harbored and provided them with rich training
content according to the highest international standards in
the world of business pioneering through it.

4YFN Barcelona
Zain sponsored eight aspiring young Kuwaiti entrepre-

neurs to attend the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona
at its pavilion at the 4YFN exhibition for digital startup
innovators. The forum is one of the most notable interna-
tional events, gathering leading startup entities from
across the globe. 

This initiative aimed at supporting and introducing
startup projects in technological fields and projecting the
abilities of Kuwaiti youth in one of the largest international

gatherings of major manufacturers, programmers and
operators in the information technology field. During the
event, the Kuwaiti young entrepreneurs  displayed the
ideas of their projects, liaising with and showcasing to the
international investment society.

Memorandum of understanding with the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees

Zain, within its strategic partnership with the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, participated in a
field visit to Al-Zaatari refugee camp in Jordan within its
humanitarian campaign #Zain_with_refugees.

This initiative aims at participating in improving the liv-
ing, social and health circumstances for refugees and any
other individuals whom the commission assists, through
providing basic needs, food, healthcare, education and
other things. It said this step personifies the cooperation
spirit between the private sector and the international
establishment at the humanitarian level.

Zain had previously launched an official electronic
gateway zain.unhcr.org to allow those who wish to donate
to its humanitarian campaign #zain_with_refugees in
cooperation with the commission, which aimed at improv-
ing the living circumstances for thousands of refugees in
the region who are suffering from tough living conditions
as the bitter cold of winter was approaching. Donations
were collected to secure seasonal cash and winter clothes
as well as heaters and other basics families need during
the winter season.

Social Responsibility Award
Zain won the gold medal with a certificate of distinction

in the field of social responsibility at the Arab region level
on the sidelines of a regional symposium and annual cele-
bration held by the Arab Organization for Social
Responsibility during its 12th meeting in Dubai. 

The prize won for the fourth time was in appreciation of
its efforts in the sustainability fields in 2017, which includ-
ed a number of initiatives and projects it launched and
adopted in various vital fields in the society. That besides
the strategic partnerships with various establishments
both in the public and private sectors to contribute to the
development of the society and serve its members.

The Arab Organization for Social Responsibility desig-
nated this annual award to shed light on the pioneering
establishments and companies in the sustainability fields at
the regional level as the celebration witnessed the partici-
pation of an elite group of leaders who represent various
pioneering entities from both public and private sectors
from across the Arab world.

Zain Al-Shuhour Campaign
Zain launched its Ramadan campaign with “Machla

Ramadan” during which its voluntary team distributed
basic foodstuff to needy families in Kuwait before the
arrival of the holy month. Zain volunteers prepared the
machla boxes at the company premises, then distributed
them to several needy families in various areas of Jahra
governorate, in addition to delivering them to Zakat House
and KRCS to distribute them to the needy in Kuwait.

Zain launched its annual initiative “iftarsaem” which
continued until the last day of Ramadan during which the
company distributed meals to the needy during the holy
month in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh  and Khaitan, covering the

most populated areas.
Zain strengthened its strategic partnership with various

establishments at the Kuwait level in both public and pri-
vate sectors in order to achieve its sustainable goals
towards the society, which includes its partnership with
Zakat House, KRCS, Interior Ministry, Social Affairs and
Labor Ministry, Sabah Health Zone Hospitals, Women’s
Cultural and Social Society, Najat Charity Society, Kuwait
Food Bank and other pioneering entities in Kuwait.

Zain held the Qirqian activity at the Social Care Home
that belong to the Social Affairs and Labor Ministry in
order to share with orphans, the elderly, and those with
special needs the joy of the holy month in cooperation
with the home’s administration.

Zain joined sick children in hospitals to celebrate
Qirqian during the holy month of Ramadan through the
distribution of candy and gifts to sick children, their par-
ents and nurses who are taking care of them in Zain, Amiri,
Razi, Ibn Sina and National Bank of Kuwait hospitals.

Generation Z
Zain launched the second edition of its training  project

for young graduates  “Generation Z” in 2017, which aims at
investing in young national talent in order to qualify and
present a new generation of pioneers to the business envi-
ronment. Zain selected five young and high-caliber Kuwaiti
graduates to join the “Generation Z” program after com-
pleting a strict evaluation process that followed several
standards that ensures the ideal environment for business
pioneers. 

The “Generation Z” program concentrated on develop-
ing their personal skills in order to strengthen the spirit of
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ZAIN deputy board chairman and Al-Kharafi Group CEO Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi with participants at the 4YFN exhibition in Barcelona.

ZAIN: Contributing to social and economic development
leads to the enhancement of society’s prosperity

Zain takes the capabilities of business pioneers towards new horizons of innovation in the year 2017

Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi with young national talents selected in the Generation Z Program. 

ZAIN CEO, Iman Al-Roudhan on concluding Al-Roudhan Ramadan Soccer Tourney.ZAIN executive administration visiting Za’tari Syrian refugees camp in Jordan with the UN.


